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Resource Publications Jul 2011, 2011. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 203x127x5 mm. This
item is printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Description: Is it possible to find the
revelatory, to find faith in a tiny blue berry This is but one of the questions explored in this
collection of engaging essays aimed at the intrinsically human intersection of memory and belief.
Threaded throughout with an ever-changing cast of meadowland characters, not the least of which
is a rambling barren of wild blueberries, these writings offer an intimate chronicle of one man's
quest to understand what it means to believe. Again and again the author's words bring the reader
from a particular geographical place to a location at once familiar and foreign, universal and
unique: the landscape of memory. Whether grappling with the implications of adoption, or grieving
over a lost family recipe; recalling a surprise encounter with an equally surprised red fox, or
reconsidering the meaning of migration, Blueberry Fool is about the sheer fragility and strength of
belief, the idiosyncratic light of memory, and the simple year-round pleasures of a wild meadow.
Endorsements: 'Thom Rock has crafted an enchanting meditation on some of life's urgent
questions: What...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of my personal favorite book. Sure, it is engage in, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Wellington Rosenbaum-- Wellington Rosenbaum

Complete information for ebook fans. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am pleased to inform you that this is basically the very best pdf we have
read through inside my very own daily life and can be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gideon Morissette-- Gideon Morissette
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